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Today I share with you

Why we need Distance Tag and how it can help

How to set up and configure Distance Tag

How Distance Tag can be used to monitor people during 
COVID-19

Other use cases (monitoring of workers, people under home arrest, 
parental and elderly people control, etc.) 



Why this new solution and not the current ones

      Distance Tag

◆ easy creation of a unit without 
Wialon

◆ easy binding of a BLE beacon

◆ one fixed regime of work

      WiaTag

◆ difficult to configure

◆ excessive functionality

◆ easy to ‘break’ the regime of 
sending of messages



We developed 2 mobile apps

◆  Distance Tag 

Turns your phone in a GPS 
tracker with possibility to bind a 
BLE beacon

◆  Distance Tag Admin 

Simplifies the process of units’ 
creation and configuration, and 
binding of BLE beacons



Distance Tag

Better functionality and UX with a special emphasis on 
in-door monitoring.

With its help you will be able to: 

◆ Know where a monitored person is
◆  Register diverse events
◆  Bind BLE beacon
◆  Stay in touch with a monitored person
◆  Bind BLE beacon
◆  Create diverse notifications, reports, and 
events
◆  Execute different commands via Wialon

Paste your 
screenshot here



Distance Tag Admin

With its help you will be able to: 

Quick and simple way to set and 
configure Distance Tag units

◆ Create new units quickly and 
efficiently
◆  In two clicks bind BLE beacons
◆  Configure units’ reporting intervals
◆  Allow/forbid to switch off tracking
◆  Generate QR-code for a quick log-in 
in Distance Tag

 
 

 



Use cases 

◆ Medicine and COVID-19: monitoring of people on 
quarantine, people and doctors in medical institutions and 
etc.

◆ Security: security services, people on home arrest, 
monitoring of people in the territories with military 
operations

◆ Monitoring of employees

◆ Monitoring of children and elderly people



       Examples of BLE devices
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